Modulation by the stimulus properties of excitation.
Three experiments with pigeons investigated the role of excitation in a Pavlovian modulatory paradigm where the reinforcement contingencies of a conditioned stimulus (CS) were signaled by modulatory stimuli. In Experiment 1, excitatory training of the modulator that signaled reinforcement, the positive modulator, had a greater facilitative impact on discrimination learning than did excitatory training of both modulators. Although this could have resulted from simple excitatory summation, Experiment 2 revealed that excitatory training of the negative modulator also enhanced learning more than did excitatory training of both modulators. In Experiment 3, responding to CSs that had come under the control of differentially excitatory modulators was similarly controlled by new stimuli that had received simple differential excitatory training. Results suggest that excitation can play a modulatory role in Pavlovian conditioning.